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The Magazine dedicated to OS/2,
Windows NT, and Windows 95 users!

Windows Tip of the Day

If you use the command
line, type "Start ." to open
an explorer window of that
directory.

JAVA as a solution.

IBM is positioning Warp 4
as the premiere JAVA platform.
Stardock looks into JAVA as
a solution for business and
consumer use for OS/2 and
Windows users. Page 9.
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PlusPak: PMINews Available

OS/2

As we go to press, the much
awaited PMINews became available
as part of Stardock's popular PlusPak
series. PMINews was developed
by the team of SouthSoft (makers of
PMMail) and published
by Stardock was
designed from scratch
to be the world's best
news reader.
Features include
a powerful yet easy
to use user interface.
Sophisticated filtering
to help eliminate SPAM

Essentials
Stardock's utility suite
grows up.

Stardock's on-line store is
now up and running. Users
can purchase software online and download it for use
immediately. Is this a trend
for the future or a headache
waiting to happen? Page 7.

OS/2 Essentials 1.1
was released nearly 2 years
ago. In late June, Stardock
released version 2.0 which
will better address the needs of
professional users of OS/2.
OS/2 Essentials 1.x has
a strong corporate presence
but its dual-emphasis on
Battle of the 4.0's
consumer users sent mixed
Windows NT vs OS/2 Warp.
signals to customers. With
The battle continues to rage
2.0, Stardock's removing all
in corporate sites around
doubt -- professional use only.
the home and on the desks
Stardock is taking out Havoc
of power users everywhere.
and FileBar and replacing
Which one should you
them with SDS Benchmark,
choose? Page 7.
a utility the benchmarks OS/2
performance in video, hard
Cross platform games
Stardock and Access Software disk, and CPU categories.
Moreover, this time around it
team up to bring Links
will come with a CID enabled
to OS/2. Stardock takes
install making it easier to
Entrepreneur and Stellar
install on a LAN and come
Frontier to Windows 95 and
Windows NT. Is this the start only on CD ROM.
The CD will not only have
of a trend? Page 11.
the OS/2 Essential utilities,
it will also include important
1997 Reader's Choice
and useful files from OS/2 sites
OS/2-Ezine has become
around the world. This would
OS/2's leading Electronic
include Fixpack #1 for OS/2
Magazine. This year, they
Warp 4, the latest Fixpacks for
sponsored a worldwide
OS/2 Warp 3, upgrades to OS/2
reader's choice contest. Page
JAVA, Adobe Acrobat reader,
14.
Fixkits to all of Stardock's
products, demos of Stardock's
Universal File Viewing
products, and useful freeware
Only Object Desktop
and shareware programs from
Professional has it. Find out
the Internet. This will likely
why you need it. Page 17.
be a CD every OS/2 users will
want to have.

(Internet Junk mail), great
binary post handling, and a
lot more. A full article on it
will appear in the Fall issue of

Links for OS/2!

The world's best golf game comes to OS/2 with unique
features for OS/2!
OS/2 users who have
longed to play golf on their 32bit operating system no longer
have to wait. Stardock and
Access Software have signed an
agreement to bring Links to users
of OS/2 Warp 3.0 or later.
It also can use the Links386



as well as the MS Golf .CRH
course files. Even more, it also
uses OS/2's unique abilities such
as its great GUI environment,
multithreaded features, and the
latest multimedia features of OS/2

Spring time for
the 32bit world.

Let's face it, desktop computing has
gotten a lot better over the past few years
for PC users. In the late 80's, I was a
fairly heavy Amiga user. Today, I use a
combination of OS/2, Windows 95, and
NT. My only complaint being that these
3 OSs should somehow be combined into
the near-ideal OS.
But all 3 of these OS's are light years
ahead of what we were forced to use just
a few years ago. My first PC, in 1989,
was a 286-10mhz with DOS Shell 4.0
and a copy of Windows 2.11 which I used
to work with PageMaker. It was pretty
pathetic. No sound, graphics were pretty
poor (320x200 with 256 VGA), and of
course no multitasking or crash protection.
Even Windows 95's biggest critics must
admit that it is light years better than what

was available before.
Today, a typical new PC has state of the
art sound, true color graphics, that runs a few
orders of magnitude faster than the 286-10 I
had just 8 years ago. The problems we have
today are quite different. Stardock itself is
moving towards solving a new set of problems.
Data management is one of Stardock's new key
strategies for its professional and corporate
divisions. Consumers, or more specifically,
the game players, still want the best graphics,
best sound, and best performance available. Our
Consumer Software Products group continue to
ensure that our games have special benefits for
those with the most powerful systems but also
run well on yesterday's machines as well (and
we could get into a long discussion about how
software is requiring too many resources!).
The OS's have finally begun to really use
the hardware I have. Even my puny 286-10 was
capable of doing preemptive multitasking and
having crash protection. OS/2 1.x was the only
OS at the time that could use it but it had poor
backward compatibility and required far more

resources to run than it should have. But
OS/2 Warp 4 really shows off my hardware's
abilities from a multitasking and objectoriented standpoint. Windows NT 4.0 out
of the box can use SMP machines very well.
Windows 95 supports all the latest 3D cards
and neato multimedia features.
What I want, as you might expect, is
the powerful object oriented environment
of OS/2 with its fantastic DOS support
combined with the rock solidness of
properly configured Windows NT machine
with Windows 95's consumer support.
Unfortunately, it doesn't look like that's
going to happen any time soon so I'll have
to stick with using OS/2 sometimes, NT
sometimes, and Win95 sometimes. I expect
most consumers will end up running a
combo of (OS/2 or Win NT) and Windows
95.
Expect to see Stardock's business
strategy progress to support mixed
environments.
-editor@stardock.com

News Briefs
Stardock and Trilliun part ways.

For the past year and a half, Stardock
and Trilliun Software Products have
collaborated on producing a game called
Master of the Empire. In January, it
became clear that the two companies
could not agree on what the final version
of the game should be like. As a result,
Stardock and Trilliun agreed to go their
own ways. Trilliun has said they will
seek a third party to market and distribute
the final game.

InfoWorld's Editor in Chief claims
OS/2 users stuff the "Reader's
Choice" ballot boxes.

InfoWorld's Editor in Chief claimed
in the April 3 issue of InfoWorld that
"fanatical" OS/2 users were stuffing the
ballot boxes in their annual "Readers
Choice" award survey. OS/2 had won
"Product of the Year" for the past 4 years
in a row and had apparently won for the
5th consecutive time.
OS/2 users in InfoWorld's electronic
forum (http://www.infoworld.com) said
there was no evidence of ballot stuffing
and that OS/2 won primarily because
OS/2 users cared more about their OS
choice than the typical Windows 95 user
who got Windows 95 without a choice.

Avarice Fixkit Available.

Stardock Expands...

In June, Stardock is moving to a bigger
office in the city of Livonia Michigan. Over
the past two years, Stardock has steadily
grown to the point that it could not fit any
more employees into its existing building.
The current address and phone number
for Stardock will continue to work for
Netscape Communicator Available (but several months. The new address is going
no OS/2 version)
to be:
Netscape has released version 4 of
Stardock Systems, Inc.
Netscape Navigator in the form of Netscape
17292 Farmington RD.
Communicator. This powerful suite of Internet
Livonia MI 48152
utilities provides most of the functionality the
casual Internet user would need. No details yet
New PlusPak component in the
on when the OS/2 version will be out.
Adventurers who have had compatibility
problems with Avarice can now download a
Fixkit that addresses many of the concerns
of early players. The Fixkit is available at
http://www.stardock.com.

works.

Stardock's CompuServe Forum goes
cross-platform.

Recognizing the varied interests of
Stardock's customers, Stardock has begun to
add new sections to its CompuServe forum
to address the needs of its customers that
use Windows. Other sections have been
added to make the forum to allow mature
discussion on a wide range of topics. To reach
Stardock's forum, type GO STARDOCK on
CompuServe.



The third product in the PlusPak series
is nearing completion -- PlusPak: B.U.G.S.
This original arcade game made for OS/2
is a bit like Galaga in game play except
with much nicer graphics and far more
levels. Visit Stardock's website regularly
for updates.

Brad Wardell featured in
"Entrepreneur Magazine"

The June issue of Entrepreneur
Magazine had an article that featured
Stardock's President & CEO -- Brad
Wardell. The article highlighted on how
Wardell took a chance in the OS/2 market

Elements Of User Interface Design
Good UI is important for success
Book Review:
The Elements of user interface design.
Wiley Computer Publishing
http://www.wiley.com/compbooks
ISBN: 0-471-16267-1
by Dr. Theo Mandel

One of the biggest industries in the
software world is the industry of making
things easier to use. Why is this? A new
book by Dr. Theo Mandel looks at why
this is and how you can create better user
interfaces in your software.
It almost seems ironic that if people
followed good user interface design this
magazine wouldn't be here. That's because
historically, much of Stardock's revenue
comes from sales of Object Desktop
-- a desktop environment designed to
make OS/2 easier to use and providing
additional function to the operating system
itself. Many, if not virtually all software
developers tend to write software based on
what's easiest to code rather than what's
easiest to use. To the developer, half the
battle is getting it to run at all let alone
worrying about whether it's intuitive for

PlusPak
for OS/2!
In mid January, Stardock announced

that it was moving to a "component"
strategy. Instead of releasing all of its
software in the traditional "everything but
the kitchen sink" manner, Stardock decided
to release some products component
by component. This way
users could pick and choose
the components they want
and thus save money and
Stardock would be able to
release the software as it was
ready instead of having to
wait until every component
was done.
Elsewhere in this issue
the primary channel of sales
for component software - Electronic Commerce is discussed.
Once Stardock's Electronic Store was up
and running, Stardock released PlusPak:
Themes. The idea behind the Themes
was to allow users to change the look and
feel of OS/2 in a single mouse click. With
the giant troves of icon libraries hanging
around, people were starting not to take

the user to use.
That's where this books comes in, the
basic premise is to know how your user
thinks. It doesn't matter what you, the
developer, thinks is easy or hard to do,
it only matters what your intended user
thinks is easy to or hard to do. Moreover,
the obvious trend in computing is the
move towards consumer-like interfaces
-- even for business applications. This is
most obviously reflected in products such
as Microsoft Money and Intuit's Quicken.
Even strong corporate products
from Stardock's own Process
Commander to Microsoft's Outlook
'97 (in MS Office Professional 97)
are clearly trying to ensure that
the product requires minimum
training.
So why should you care how
easy your product is to use? People
buy products based primarily on
what it does right? Wrong. This
is only the case if your product is
the only product that does a certain
task. Training costs are increasingly
becoming a significant factor in
corporate purchasing. As Microsoft
advantage of them because of the time
consuming task of changing all those icons.
By the time you read this, Themes 1.1 will
be available (which is free to Themes 1.0
users) which will making changing the
bitmap backgrounds, icon positions, fonts,
etc. when they create themes easier to do.
PlusPak: Themes also comes with around
20 pre-made themes
that include possibly
the most beautiful set
of icons ever created.
The icons alone took
nearly a year of work to
create and Themes that
use them transform the
OS/2 desktop into a work
of art.
B y l a t e M a y,
Stardock's collaboration
with SouthSoft (makers of PM Mail) will
produce the second component to PlusPak
-- PlusPak: PMINews. An OS/2 Newsreader
created by Usenet users for Usenet users. It
will include an impressive array of features
including the ability to turn binary news
posts into files on the fly (which can be
dragged and dropped), integration with


has learned, companies and people tend to
purchase things that look and feel easier
to work with even if it is at the cost of
"power".
In the OS/2 world, it is apparent that
many developers don't carefully consider
user interface design. Their viewpoint
of others is that "dumb people shouldn't
use computers." But a person's relative
intelligence is not the issue. Most people
who purchase software see it as a tool and
don't have time to have to step through a
poor UI.
Elements of UI Design should be

PMMail, Website integration from within
email, easy management of different sets of
newsgroups and a lot more. Anyone who
reads the Internet Newsgroups will want to
seriously consider getting this.
PlusPak components are in the works.
Stardock has talked to IBM and Adobe
about the possibility of giving OS/2 antialiased fonts, for example. PlusPak:
Themes is $24.95 on Stardock's Commerce
Server and PlusPak: PMINews is $29.95 on
the Commerce Server.

PlusPak: Themes makes OS/2 a work of art.

Process Commander coming to
an OS/2 machine near you
Process Commander is making its way into corporate sites as well as "power
user" machines.
When one takes a close look at Process
Commander, it's intended audience becomes
clear -- or does it? The ability to remotely
manage and terminate processes is clearly
a feature for corporate use. Afterall, how
many IS managers have seen a server or
kiosk or ATM get hung up at one time or
other? Being able to remotely terminate the
process that is causing the problem is of
obvious benefit. But the ability to trap the
Ctrl+Alt+Del command and give users the
ability to logoff, terminate a process, etc.
is something not only business users can
appreciate but consumers can as well. Then
there are software developers who need to
know whether an errant thread is taking up
too much time or is blocked. There's also the
people who have "Windows 95" keyboards
that want to use those new keys. And, of
course, there is the long wanted feature of
being able to have OS/2 automatically reboot
itself after shutdown so that the user can get
up and do something else after choosing to
shut down.
Not surprisingly, Process Commander
has won converts not just in the corporate
world but in the end user world as well.
Stardock's even had companies interested
in custom keyboard control work to keep

users from being able to hit certain keyboard
combinations that IS managers don't want their
users to hit.
Every Process Commander review, from
OS/2 Inside in Germany to OS/2 E-zine to OS/2
Computing has given Process Commander top
marks or editor's choice awards. This brings up
the question, what is the big deal? What should
your company or why should you specifically
use Process Commander? How does it compare
to other alternatives?
The strongest case for Process Commander
when compared to any other utility that
terminates processes is the reliability factor.
Process Commander's ancient relative, WatchCat
was designed purely for process killing and
Process Commander's abilities at figuring
out how to kill hung processes go far beyond
WatchCat's. Process Commander also integrates
deeply into the keyboard to ensure that it is
as reliable as possible. So when it comes to
the ability to recover from a crash, Process
Commander is not only the best at it but it is
the best at it by a very wide margin. This alone
is the reason why many companies want to put
it on every desktop. If it only saves a user once
from losing work, it's just paid for itself. Also
unique to Process Commander is its "Assistants"
who automatically detect what is causing the
hang. When a system hangs,
IS managers certainly don't
want their users to have to try
to figure out what caused it,
they just want a tool that will
fix it -- automatically. This
is something that Process
Commander alone can do.
Process Commander is
also unique in that it does do
the aforementioned remote
process management. Many
corporations using OS/2 do so
because they want to remotely
administer it. What NCs
(Network Computers) promise
tomorrow, a system equipped
with Process Commander
delivers today.
Another unique feature is
its optional intuitive graphical


interface that lets IS managers (or in
non-corporate environments, end users)
tune the performance of their machines.
The graphical version shows how much
CPU each process is using, how much
shared memory it uses, the threads
running, semaphores, etc. This is very
helpful to software developers.
Process Commander also comes
with a dozens of command line utilities
that take the features of Process
Commander and break them down into
their component form. For example,
users now have a "Kill" command
(with a -9 feature as well). Users can
change the priority of threads, suspend
processes, etc. At first, the value of these
command line utilities may not seem
obvious, but they are very powerful in a
REXX script in which a program needs
to be run at a certain time and terminated
at another. If the corporation has Object
Desktop Professional and Process
Commander, they could use Object
Scheduler to run their Internet dialer at a
certain time to download news or email
and then schedule the KILL command
to run and terminate the Internet dialer
an hour later.
Added together, Process Commander
becomes one of the most useful utilities
for OS/2 and not surprisingly, one of
the best selling. Stardock's corporate
support (which won the 1995 "Corporate
Commitment award" from OS/2
Professional), technical support, and
aggressively pricing make Process
Commander something every corporate
and end user should check out.

Process
Commander 1.01
$69.95
Site Licensing
Available.

Process Commander
For Site License Information call:
1-888-STARDOCK
Ask for Corporate Sales

Life Under
Windows NT 4.0
Introduction

People on-line spend a great deal
of energy debating the merits of their
favorite OS. Whether that be Linux,
MacOS, AmigaDOS, NeXTStep, OS/2,
Windows 95, or Windows NT.
Every OS has its strengths and
weaknesses. Most .advocacy forums are
filled with users who are unwilling to
admit that their OS has any weaknesses
while at the same time not admitting that
other OS's have any merits. Let's talk
about the strengths of two of the best 32bit
OSs: OS/2 and Windows NT.

The System

Let me say that the multitasking
under Windows NT is terrific. In my
opinion, it multitasks as well as Solaris
but not as well as Linux. I can be loading
files, downloading, printing, copying,
and compiling, all at the same time with
little performance impact (given enough
RAM). It does have minor multitasking
issues when printing to a network printer
or loading large files over the network so
it is not all roses. It has an asynchronous
message queue that works very well
which makes the multitasking all the more
smoother. For some reason, most reviews
do not touch on just how well Windows
NT multitasks compared to Windows 95.
Anyone who has ever compiled or run
a Win16 app under Windows 95 knows
the pain. Under Windows NT, Win16
apps can either be run in a shared VDM
(Virtual DOS Machine) or in a separate
memory space. Most people will run it
in a shared VDM. The only drawback is
that a single misbehaving Windows app
can take down all the other Win16 apps
in that space but that doesn't generally
happen. But the beauty is, when a Win16
app decides to hang or try to hog up the
CPU, NT doesn't let it. That app will stay
busy but the rest of the system remains
responsive. All apps on the system have
the same new look and feel (including
Win16 apps). Moreover, right out of the
box Windows NT can do multiprocessing.
This is something OS/2 Warp does not
do. So I can buy a dual Pentium Pro and
put NT 4.0 on it and be looking good.

I'm not even sure how one goes about
getting a client OS/2 Warp 4 SMP on
the other hand.
Windows NT is also pretty easy
to use. If you know Windows 95, you
know how to get around Windows NT
pretty well too. On the other hand,
things aren't so rosey when you get into
the Control Panel (Settings) as some of
the portions, such as the System Object,
are quite cryptic. Moreover, you also
have the inconsistent use of notebooks
which shows the weaknesses of not
having a real object model to build on.
It is also extremely annoying that
files don't have a default association.
Under OS/2, you click on an unknown
file and it will try to load it under the
text editor (E.EXE). NT would do
well to follow OS/2 on this issue as
it is very annoying having to do an
associations before clicking on "read.
me" or "readme.1st" or "debug.err". It
is also extremely unfortunate for the
industry that Microsoft cheated when
it did its associations. They are based
on the .3 extension which means no
matter what, you're stuck with "This
is my letter to mom.DOC" Microsoft
tries to hide the extension (which only
annoys experienced users) and even
makes it somewhat difficult to change
it to see the extensions. On the other
hand, you can change all these things
to make it behave the way you want it
to (except the .3 association issue).
Because there is no object model
on top of NT, users will never have
true object-orientation between
applications. For example, under OS/2
with Object Desktop and PMMail
(both made by two different companies
that are not associated with the OS
vendor), an attached ZIP file to an
email can be dragged and dropped to
the desktop and it will ask you "Do
you want to unzip this?" This is Object
Desktop asking the question not OS/2
itself but because OS/2 has this great
object model, it all seamlessly works
together. The best you're going to
get under NT is being able to drag
and drop files from the GUI to an
application and hope the app supports
the DROP message. Also, shortcuts
aren't real shortcuts. It creates a file
like "MyGame.lnk" which then points
to where the file is. Move the file or
rename it and you're up the creek if


you're a new user. I would say that the
user interface of NT is better than Windows
3.1 but worse than OS/2, Macintosh or
Windows 95 (due to the control panel
differences).
On the bright side, this leaves room
for software companies to address these
weaknesses. Stardock plans to bring
Object Desktop to Windows NT this year to
provide a consistent user interface for end
users all the way up to corporate users.

Stability

NT doesn't crash as a rule of thumb.
It's very stable but one myth is that unlike
OS/2, it can always terminate errant apps.
This isn't the case as I have run into several
cases where an app dies and I cannot kill
it from the task manager. I can still go
on with the app just hanging there on the
screen not repainting itself but that's a minor
annoyance. But overall, NT is wonderful at
stability, I have only "crashed" the system
a few times. On the other hand, the system
doesn't let you stress it as much as OS/2
would so you take the good with the bad.

Performance

NT 3.1 was a dog, NT 3.5 was slow,
NT 4.0 is quite fast (given enough ram). I
wouldn't run NT with a byte less than 32
megs of ram and preferably 64 megs of ram.
But once you give it enough ram, everything
just seems very fast. Applications run fast,
local I/O is fast. For example, go to a huge
directory and type DEL *.* and all the files
are gone instantly. The disk caching on NT
is terrific and the hard drive performance
is great as well. It does take a long time to
load, however and once you start using up
that ram the system starts to slow to a crawl.
Moreover, deleting files from the GUI is
painful, I didn't find a way to get rid of the
process dialog where I can watch zillions of
files in a cutesy animation being thrown into
the recycling bin. But I'm pretty happy with
the performance of NT 4.0. It's fast enough
and in many cases faster than Windows 95
running the same applications. It's when
you try to run DOS or Win16 apps that
you'll notice any performance issues.

Polish

If you are using the same computer
day in and day out, polish can make a big
difference. Early on, many people bought
Object Desktop for OS/2 simply because
it made OS/2 look nice (though this ended

up hurting it later as word of mouth talked
about how nice it looked instead of what it
actually does and so when Merlin neared
release, people mistakenly thought Merlin
made Object Desktop obsolete purely based
on cosmetics). NT is the polish king. From
anti-aliased fonts (compared to disgustingly
jagged fonts under Merlin), to really nice
looking icons. The sound schemes were
done nicely too. A sound for clicking on the
start button, a sound for re-sizing, etc. This
can make the system more pleasant (for you
at least, your co-workers will probably kill
you). It integrates its features well together
and even comes with a nice Pinball game.
A built in screen saver has some of the
most impressive OpenGL screen savers
I've seen yet.

NT 4.0 also supports DirectX
meaning those new Windows 95 games
will in many cases run under NT 4.0. For
example, Bungie Software's Marathon
demo runs fine under NT 4.0 as well as
Stardock's own upcoming "Entrepreneur"
economic warfare game. While IBM
has tried to preach exclusion, Microsoft
has tried to preach inclusion. Game
developers, shareware authors, and end
users applications, are all welcome.
Whereas IBM has put much effort into
kicking game developers in the teeth in
the last several months.
NT 4.0 has come a long way in both
performance, ease of use, and power. It's
definitely an OS to look at.

The Case for OS/2
There is an old saying that goes something like this. "A million X users can't be
wrong." Where X is the user of some product or foodstuff. Of course, it doesn't always
work out that way. You could also say the same thing about refuse. "A million flies
can't be wrong."
OS/2 represents a better way of computing. It has a real object model, it is already
a proven and reliable operating system. It runs DOS programs far better than NT does,
it runs Windows (Win16) programs as well as Windows NT does and it runs native
32bit OS/2 programs which NT cannot do. NT 4.0 cannot even run HPFS (unless you
hack it with 3.51 files) which means moving from OS/2 to NT 4.0 quite painful.
Sure OS/2 doesn't currently have the native application support of Windows , but
it does run Windows programs very well and there programs available for most needs.
What isWord
the difference
and suite
Wordof
8.0?
Very little.coming
Plus, you
have Star
Office,
Pro, and between
Sundial Word
has an6.0
entire
applications
out.
Let's talk about JAVA which has an unbelievable amount of momentum behind it.
Elsewhere in this issue you'll see how there is just a flood of JAVA programs coming
out -- which run on OS/2 at native programs. Not to mention that IBM is positioning
OS/2 as its PC JAVA platform.
OS/2 also has a great user interface. It may not be quite as fast at filling a folder
with icons but the difference is decreasing every year. OS/2 V4 is now very fast at
bringing up icons and third party products like Stardock's Object Desktop can even
cache commonly used folders and use .3 extensions too which eliminates the Windows
NT advantage. It's not just doing the file associations, OS/2 lets you work the way you
want to. Put anything on your desktop that you want. It is the only choice if you want
to work in an environment that lets you treat your desktop like a real desktop and from
a productivity standpoint, nothing can compare to OS/2. And OS/2 is also very nice
from a customization standpoint. For example, every folder's background color, icon
font, etc. can be customized making OS/2 a very attractive OS when customized.
If people have wondered why there are so many "OS/2 bigots" it's because many
feel that if OS/2 became the dominate OS, the world really would be a better place. A
level playing field for application developers, a forward looking user interface (which
counts for a lot), and the home for component technology. So you could say that the
reason for OS/2 bigotry is that OS/2 users feel that they are trying to make the world
a better place. No OS has ever garnered even remotely as much grass roots support
as OS/2 and there is a reason for this that hopefully users who are interested in the
best choice should carefully consider. So if you want to have the best OS for high
productivity with a true Internet/Intranet connectivity vision behind it, backed by the
largest computer company in the world, and works the way you do, OS/2 is something
to look carefully at.



Electronic Commerce Comes Of Age
You're reading a magazine and you
see something you really like. You think
to yourself, "Okay, I'm going to get this."
If you're buying a car or a house or any
physical item, that means you have to go
to the place that is selling it and then bring
it back. Best case scenario is to have to
call and hope the order person doesn't mess
up your order.
Software is different, however. Even
still, you currently have to do the above
scenario to get software. Worse yet, since
each software product is unique, you have
worry about where it's from. If you live in
Germany and the product you want is from
the United States or Australia then you
have to pay a lot of shipping charges and
then import fees. If you get the software
locally, you can usually get a better deal
but they too had to pay for the shipping
and fees from afar as well.
Enter Electronic Commerce. The
OS/2 market is very strong outside of
the United States and Stardock is in the
United States. To help make its software
accessible to those outside the United
States, Electronic Commerce allows
someone to actually order the product with
their credit card and after the credit card is
validated, you can download the software
right then and there.
Here's precisely how it works:
1st: You go to Stardock's website and
choose "Order".
2nd: Choose the secure commerce
server (order products and download)
3rd: Choose the product(s) you
want.
4th: Enter your information including
credit card number.
5th: After validation, a link is created
and you click on the link to download the
product you ordered.
That's it. You also receive an email
confirmation which gives you access to
the link for 72 hours in case you have
connection problems and need to try
downloading it again later.
This also gives software companies
the option to make available really neat
"little" things that would normally not be
made because of the cost to get it to market.
For example, the Galactic Civilizations II
Expansion Pack would never have been
created. It took too much effort to give

away but users wouldn't be willing to pay
the $29.95 minimum price it would require
Stardock to release it as a conventional
product. But because of the Commerce
Server, Stardock was able to create it and
release it for only $14.95. Similarly, GalCiv
players have asked for scenarios. Previously,
this wouldn't make sense to make because it
would take developer resources away and
it's not "big enough of a deal" to make into a
conventional product. But the GalCiv team
now can create scenarios and put them up
for $8.95.
Expect to see lots of other neat things
placed on the Commerce server. Stardock
will carefully balance the needs of its users
and the needs of its reseller partners. Don't
expect to see new high volume products
on there. On the other hand, established

products can be placed on there. These are
exciting times for PC users. It no longer
matters where you live, you can get what
you want quickly and inexpensively thanks
to Electronic Commerce.

Stardock's Electronic Store
From http://www.stardock.com you
can now order and immediately
download the following titles:
Object Desktop 1.5
Shipyards II
GalCiv Expansion Pack.
PlusPak: PMINews
PlusPak: Themes
Entrepreneur (beta)

OS/2 Essentials 2.0 On The

OS/2 Essentials was designed to supply
what Stardock considered basic features
that OS/2 left out. OS/2 Essentials 1.0
came with a file manager, a screen saver, a
directory space grapher, a window manager,
and an arcade game. Since then, it has been
able to observe which market segments
were using it and which ones were not.
Most of OS/2
Essentials' sales have been
to large corporations who
want to use the screen
saver or the directory
space grapher or the file
manager. The arcade game
actually was a negative
to the product because
administrators didn't want
to encourage gaming for
obvious reasons. The window manager,
FileBar, was top notch but conflicted with
Stardock's own workplace shell strategy
which focus on Object Desktop.
Version 2.0 of OS/2 Essentials,
scheduled for release in early June drops
the arcade game and window manager and
adds a real benchmarking program. Being
able to gauge the relative speed of a system's
CPU, video, hard disk, and memory has
been one of the most requested features for
OS/2 Essentials for some time. Both end
users and administrators looking to see how
their system is performing in a quick and


easy fashion will have use for this feature.
DirMaster has been updated to improve
its performance and the WPS Trashcan
has been updated to allow it to more fully
integrate itself into OS/2 making it behave
as a true trashcan. The screen saver has been
updated with new modules and new features
as well. One reason why it is so attractive to
corporate users is due to
its security features. It is
not commonly known but
OS/2's Lockup feature
has a serious bug in
that when it activates,
it resets the priorities on
all threads running on
the system. While this
isn't very noticeable on
many systems, a system
that is running programs that run at "idle"
priority (such as system monitoring tools,
network messaging, etc.) are suddenly
reset to "normal" priority which can cause
performance loss and instability in some
systems. The screen saver not only does not
have those problems but offers far superior
security to the basic Lock up feature.
Another plus of OS/2 Essentials 2.0
is that it comes on CD. Stardock decided
to use the extra space to distribute IBM's
Fixpack 1 for OS/2 Warp 4 and the latest
FixPack for OS/2 Warp 3. Other "goodies"

...Next Page..

on the CD include Adobe's Acrobat Reader,
Java updates, and numerous other programs,
utilities, and files that are on the Internet.
OS/2 Essentials 2.0 is $49.95 for new
users and a $19.95 upgrade for existing
users.

OS/2 Essentials 2.0 at a Glance...

DirMaster
One of the most powerful file managers
available on any platform.
WPS TrashCan Pro
The only true Trashcan for OS/2 let's you
change your mind later about deletion.
Screen Saver Pro
A feature rich screen saver with security
and green monitor support built in.

Java As A Real World Solution

Beyond the programmer enthusiasm, is JAVA truly a solution?
Java Java Java That's all I hear about.
Every weekly trade magazine I pick up has
news on some great Java announcement.
As users of these wondrous technologies,
how great is Java? Is it really useful? Is
the future going to Java?
The answer from my standpoint is a
mixed "Yes." I think Java is here to stay,
but do I think we'll all be running Java
based office suites in a couple years? No.
I've been playing with Java off and on for
several months now and my opinion of it
largely depends on the day and the program
and the VM (virtual machine).
The press can easily make Java look
great because they only have to show
screen shots. Look at the screen shots
here, they sure look cool don't they? But
the performance can be abysmal. Even on
OS/2's latest release VM Corel Office for
Java was too slow to be usable -- even on
a Pentium. The question really should be
"Where is Java useful?". You have multiple
proponents of Java who see it useful in

different ways and their combined song
makes it sound like Java is the universal
answer. Those who don't use Windows
95 or NT see it as a way of getting major
application support. Administrators see it
as the next big thing for 0 - administration
clients either through PCs, NPCs, or NCs.
Still others see it as a way of making
Intranet web access
and Internet web
access very useful.
I happen to be more
part of the latter
camp. Java on a
website can add some
real functionality. In a few years when
TV and PCs start to merge to create some
sort of media appliance (PCs will live on
but there will likely be a separate Media
Appliance market) Java could become a
significant force in creating interactive
applications that are hosted from your local
Cable company.
But as stand alone applications that
replace things like MS
Word or Word Pro or
Photoshop, I don't think
that's going to happen.
Cross platform products
have been done in the
past and they always are
at a disadvantage to a
native app because the
native app is free to take
advantage of any unique
features available on the
platform. If the OS market
was splintered like it was,
a cross-platform Java
application strategy would
be great. But if 95% of the
PC market is using Win32
programs, what's the point
in Java applications? How


BenchMark
A simple but effective way of graphically
viewing system performance.
FileGraph/PM
Graphically displays how much disk space
each directory is using.
Extras
Hundreds of Megabytes of fixpacks,
updates, demos, utilities, and Shareware
programs.

many companies are willing to sacrifice
anything to make the OS/2, Unix, Mac, and
BeBox people happy? That's not to say that
there's no cases where a Java application
makes sense, there are (see the snapshot of
Faces). I simply don't see Java's strength
in being able to deliver conventional
applications.
From an IS department standpoint,
Java can make sense as the ultimate intranet
application server. This is where I think a lot
of money will come from. Companies
will want to be able to control exactly
what their users use and see on their
machines. A big bank, for example,
wants to keep track of customers and
such can have a Java application that
runs on a high-end server and users
running PCs or NCs work from their
side. If a change is made to the application,
it's just the server program that needs to be
changed. The IS manager just needs some
PC programs that keep their users from
being able to "Escape" the Java browser.
Both Microsoft and IBM are working on
ways to deeply integrate their respective
OS's into the Intranet world. Anyone who
thinks IBM isn't behind OS/2 only needs to
look at what IBM is doing -- make OS/2 able
to run these apps on OS/2's already strong
under pinnings.
Java has a strong future, but be careful
not to be lead astray by the hype. Java has
some real strengths but not necessarily in
the areas you may think.

JAVA Resources
http://www.gamelan.com
Probably the mother of all JAVA sites. If it's
not here, it's probably not worth bothering
about.
Corel http:officeforjava.corel.com
Sun Javasoft http://www.javasoft.com

Avarice On-Line

Stardock's advanced adventure
game inspires web authors to help
their fellow adventurers.
Avarice was meant to challenge even
the most seasoned of adventure game
players. In an era where more and more
adventure games play like a walkthrough
of high budget video scenes, Avarice brings
back the days of solving mysteries through
thought and action. Avarice really excels
in its genre because unlike most adventure
games, the world of Avarice is not static. It

Avarice's challenging mysteries inspire new
websites.

changes as you play, it is a world in which
virtually anything can be touched and
picked up making the player have to think
how they would solve the problem in real
life. In short, Avarice might indeed be the
first "virtual reality adventure game".
Typical example of life in Avarice is
in the library. In most adventure games,
there would be one book in the library
that you can do anything with and the clue
would be painfully clear. In Avarice, there
are hundreds of books that are real books.
Browse the books and you'll find the Wizard
of Oz or Journey to the center of the Earth.
That's because if you were solving a real
mystery, you would not walk into the house
and begin reading every book on the shelf.
Unfortunately, most of today's adventure
games don't try to simulate the real world
but create a connect the dots atmosphere.
In the library example, you would have
previous found a note or some other clue to
lead you to which book and to which page
the clue you need is on.
To help adventurers on their journey,
a few websites have been set up to help
players make their way through the game.

www.ramsoftware.com

www.geocities.com/SiliconValley/Pines/3675

Galactic Civilizations II: Expansion Pack!
About two years ago, Stardock released
Galactic Civilizations. In many strategy game
corners, GalCiv is ranked amongst the best
strategy games ever created. The team that
developed Galactic Civilizations has since
moved on to creating Entrepreneur which
will be out this Fall. But the game's chief
designer and developer, Brad Wardell, took
some time off of programming Entrepreneur
to pay enhance Galactic Civilizations
II to meet some of his long un-met
goals and the wants of GalCiv's
legions of fans.
"After I saw how they went back
and improved Star Wars, I guess you
could say I was inspired to go back
and 'fix' some of the things in GalCiv
that I felt needed improving." said
Brad Wardell.
To that end, Wardell decided that there
were three key things that needed addressing
in Galactic Civilizations II:
1) There only was one realistic technology
path to go for success: Battle Ships and their
successors.
2) There needed to be more automation
to make the game easier to play in gigantic

galaxies.
3) The pirates were too wimpy, a new
much more menacing entity needed to be
involved.
To solve the first
problem, Wardell created a
bunch of new technologies
and star ships that had
different strengths. "Battle
Ships are pretty
powerful but
don't take much
of a beating. So I
created a technology path where
the ships aren't quite as powerful
but they can take a lot more
damage." Similarly, another
set of technologies were created
to create not superpowerful or
supertough but very fast ships which would
at least be able to attack lots of enemies in
a single turn. Another technology path was
given to those who wanted to create large
hosts of fighters which not powerful, were
cheap to build in large quantities.
In the automation area, Wardell added
a smarter autopilot which would have


the ships move together when sent to a
destination by adjusting their group speed.
Users on the Internet suggested automating
what all the planets were building. That
is, the ability to change
from what ship project to
another on all planets in a
single stroke so this was
added as well.
The pirates were
replaced with the
Ominorians, modeled after
the Internet's popular John
Ominor character. The Ominorians now
start out in the game, now talk to you
when you first meet, research technology
and try to destroy everyone.
Numerous other enhancements
were made. Range was restricted to
make people have to work harder to
expand, performance improved, text
formatted better, and the computer players
largely rewritten to be more challenging.
Galactic Civilizations II Expansion pack
is now available on Stardock's Commerce
server for $14.95 (http://www.stardock.
com/estore.html)

The World's best golf game now on OS/2!
Golf as a computer game has been
popular for years. Indeed, Access Software's
classic "Leaderboard Golf" helped make
Golf a major sports category on computers.
Access Software has always managed to
stay a step ahead of the competition in
bringing the sport to PCs. In 1997, Access
has created no fewer than 3 new Golf titles:
Links LS for DOS, Microsoft Golf 3.0
and Links OS/2. All three games go after
different markets and Access seems to have
covered the bases well. Links LS ups the
ante on high resolution golfing. MS Golf
leverages Microsoft's brand name and takes
advantage of Windows 95's UI features.
Links OS/2 brings Access Software and
Stardock together to achieve a 32bit Golf
game that truly demonstrates the advantages
of playing Golf in a GUI environment.
When Access Software decided to do
an OS/2 game and wanted to ensure that
it was properly published/marketed, they
turned to Stardock.
Links OS/2, like Microsoft Golf 3 is
the successor to Links 386 Pro, the most
popular Golf game of all time. Links OS/2
takes advantage of OS/2's 32bit nature,
GUI, and multithreaded features to deliver a
game that is breath taking. The graphics and

United States

Indelible Blue
1-800-776-8284

Germany

NovaStar
+49-821-44-079-0
Soft World
+49-821-44-24-28
Richard Clement
+49-6183-9165-0
sales@rcedv.com

Great Britain

OneStop OS/2 Software
+44-117-985-3370
webmaster@onestop.co.uk

sound are well beyond anything
ever seen on OS/2. DIVE and
DART are both heavily used to
ensure excellent graphics and
sound performance.
The game behaves very well
in a multitasking environment.
Players can play an entire course in
one sitting or take a few shots, work on
something else, and return to the game.
Stardock's own engineers have discovered
that the game is excellent for "testing" while
other projects are compiling.
Courses developed for Microsoft Golf
and Links 386 are also compatible with
Links OS/2. All those courses people have
bought in the past will continue to work.
Stardock will also make these courses

available to Links OS/2 customers as add
on packages.
The customizability of Links OS/2
is remarkable. Players can change nearly
everything about the on-screen golfer
including their hair color. Because of the
GUI, players can see where they currently
are shooting from, where the green is, an
overhead map of the course, and more all
at the same time.
Links OS/2 is possibly the most
polished game OS/2's ever seen. It plays
well, it looks great, and it's just plain fun.
Anyone who's ever wanted to know what
a sports game on OS/2 could be like need
look no further than Links OS/2. Links
OS/2 should be available by late May.
Order a copy of Links OS/2 today, you
won't regret it!
Stardock has a special pre-order price of
only $39.95 until July 1, 1997. Call 1-888STARDOCK to order.

A Sample of Stardock Resellers
Australia/New Zealand

Sentience Software
sensoft@sentience.com.au
Outside Australia: +61-49-577487
Within Australia: (049) 57-7487

Japan

NetJapan, Inc.
+81-3-5296-1233
Minerine@NetJapan.co.jp

Taiwan

SunChaser Software
+886-2-722331
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France

OS/2 Boutique
(1) 53-68-61-00
welcome@os2boutique.fr

The Netherlands

MenSys
+31 (0)-23-547 08 37
100272,3130@Compuserve.com

Visit:

http://www.stardock.com/resell.html
For a complete list of Stardock resellers
world wide.

Cross Platform Gaming
Stardock's consumer focus moves to OS/2 and Win32.
If Links for OS/2 is Stardock's swan
song to the OS/2 specific game market,
what does the future hold? By the end of
last quarter, in the OS/2 consumer market,
Stardock had reached an overwhelming
market share.
Games such as Galactic Civilizations
propelled Stardock from merely dabbling
in the consumer market to being a power
to be reckoned with in the fledgling 32bit
game market. On the down side, OS/2
only games simply do not get recognition
from the mainstream press. You won't see
the popular game magazines awarding
an OS/2-only game with a "Game of the
Year" award or listing it as one of the best
games ever made. As Stardock has grown,
it has become able to produce big budget
world class games. The team that created
Galactic Civilizations which had a tiny
budget moved onto Entrepreneur which has
a budget well in excess of a million dollars
putting it into the big leagues of gaming.

Coming soon to a sector near you...
To the experienced star pilot or star
captain who likes to control their ship from
the overhead view, there are two games that
represent near paradise: Star Control and
Net Trek. Star Control's Melee mode lets
players pilot their ships in the vacuum of
space where good strategy and fast reflexes
come together. Net Trek is similar but puts
more emphasis on the strategy element and
lets multiple players battle it out at once.
More recently, Virgin Interactive
has entered this genre with their popular
SubSpace game. In it, Internet players
who are running Windows 95 can logon to
a Virgin Interactive server and battle against
other Internet citizens. The SubSpace world
is filled with black holes and green power
modules. It is also filled with walls and
other structures. While this adds to the
challenge, it may arguably detract from

The OS/2 market is simply not large
enough to justify that kind of budget for an
OS/2-only game. Enter the cross-platform
gaming strategy. In the past year and a half,
Stardock has developed a gaming library that
allows simultaneous development to OS/2
and Windows 95/NT from a single set of
source code. On OS/2, it uses DIVE (Direct
Video) and DART (Direct Audio) and on
Windows, it uses DirectX.
Future Stardock games will target
Windows 95, Windows NT and OS/2 as long
as the market still demands OS/2 games.
When Access Software needed someone
to publish Links in the OS/2 market, they
turned to Stardock because of their strong
reputation. Now Stardock hopes to leverage
that reputation to expand into the Windows
market.
Stardock's legions of loyal OS/2 gaming
fans will give it a leg up on the competition
in the Windows 95 market.
"People always asked me why have an
the feeling of really being in space (walls in
space?). On the bright side, SubSpace is free
in a way. That is, you currently don't have to
buy a product to play it, you simply download
it. Virgin's method of getting a return on their
investment is by charging a monthly fee to
play (currently estimated at between $10 to
$15 per month).
A newcomer is arriving on the horizon
-- Stellar Frontier. Stellar Frontier attempts
to mold the best elements of all three into
a single epic game. Specifically, the great
fast action feel of Star Control Melee mode,
the galactic background of Net Trek and the
modern graphics and sound of SubSpace
made available to anyone with a Pentium
PC or better.
The gameplay of Stellar
Frontier will remain relatively
simple. When you begin a game,
you choose a race to be part of:
The Terrans, the Venusians, the
Martians, or the Demoians. The
latter of which are the race you
join if you're running the free demo
version. Once you begin, you start
out at a Lieutenant (unless you're
running the demo version and then
you are assigned to be a permanent
Ensign). Your beginning location is
in orbit of your home world. Other
11

OS/2 version if the Win95 market is so much
larger. The fact is, OS/2 is a major advantage
for us. When we're in the Windows 95
market, we're just another fish in a big pond.
Our OS/2 customers already know us and
are very supportive to those who support
them.
With its years of 32bit multithreaded
gaming experience and its thriving business
products ensuring games aren't rushed out
the door, Stardock plans to become a leader
in not just the OS/2 market but the Windows

Stardock Gaming
At a glance...
1994:
1995:
1996:
1997:

Galactic Civilizations (OS/2 only)
Galactic Civilizations II
Star Emperor
Trials of Battle for OS/2
Avarice
Entrepreneur for OS/2 & Win32
Stellar Frontier for OS/2 & Win32
Trials of Battle for Win32

players who are on your side are likely
orbiting your home world as well. Each side
has a distinctive look to its ship classes so
there is no confusion of friend and foe. Not
too far away in your solar system are various
asteroids and other space debris which are
the most likely place to find "Power Ups"
which increase the relative strength of your
shields, weapons, engines, and turning
thrusters. It is out in these bad lands that
you'll likely find other players trying to
do the same thing. Skirmish's follow and
experience points are earned. You'll quickly
move up the ranks and have the opportunity
to command larger and more powerful

Stellar Frontier vs. SubSpace
Feature		
Platforms:		
Price:		
Servers:		
Environment:
Demos:		

Stellar Frontier					
OS/2, Win95, WinNT, Linux*			
$39.95, unlimited free servers			
Stardock & anyone can set one up		
Real Space					
Players can play unlimited for free but		
are limited in what ships they can fly.

ships. You can play the game purely
as a shoot 'em up and wander the sector
destroying enemies as you encounter
them. Alternatively, you can also work
together with your teammates and try to
take over enemy planets. Over time, your
planet produces colony/transport ships
which carry colonists/troops. You can
tow these ships to uninhabited planets
to create a new colony or to enemy
colonies and invade. Invading a planet
is easy, getting to protected planet is hard
however as your foes will protect their
planets with ships in the area. The game
is won when all your enemies' planets are
gone. In a multiplayer setting, the game
returns to its original state and the gaming
action begins anew.
Stellar Frontier has a number of
unique elements that bring it beyond other
games of this genre. For example, it has a

SubSpace
Win32 only
FREE, $10-$15 per month for servers
Controlled by Virgin Interactive
Pseudo-Space with walls.
Unknown.

cunning artificial intelligence engine that controls
non-player ships. For users who play only against
the computer, they'll find they have a tough foe
who plays like a human would (indeed, it feels like
a multiplayer game even in single player mode).
Moreover, if your ship is immobilized in battle,
you can be captured and assimilated into another
race (resistance is futile). From then on, your
former friends are now your deadliest of foes.
Other strengths of Stellar Frontier include
the ability for anyone to set up their own Stellar
Frontier server. Stardock will maintain a list of
reliable servers in which users can download
and try out on. Anyone with a 28.8k modem
can play over the Internet. Stellar Frontier also
supports games over the LAN as well as single
player against just the computer giving the game
a high-reply value. Moreover, Stellar Frontier is
available on OS/2, Windows 95, and Windows
NT. Linux users can also run Stellar Frontier as
a server (as well as the other platforms) which

So you think you can take can take on Microsoft?
It is ironic that many of the new games focus on real time
miliary strategy games when there is a whole other type of warfare
going on around us. We read about it in the magazines on occasion
but it's glossed over with words such as "competitive" and "mind
share" when in fact corporations are out to defeat each other and
gain control over their respective markets.
Sure, they don't have bombs or guns to do so, they have an
entire different set of weapons. Companies like MCI and AT&T are
at war and they are waging it with the tools of corporate warfare.
Tools such as market penetration -- their mutual abilities to ensure
that they get their stuff in as many places as possible. Tools such as
marketing might in that they must convince you that they are better
than their competitor. Tools such as technological sophistication
in that they must deliver products that suit your needs.
Closer to home is Microsoft vs. The world. You have probably
seen companies go toe to toe with Microsoft only to come out a
shadow of their former selves. You say to yourself, "How could
a company like IBM or Novell have so much trouble with them?"
You then think if only you had been running one of those companies
12

should ensure that there is no shortage of
Stellar Frontier servers available when the
game is made generally available in late
third quarter of 1997.
Those interested in helping shape
Stellar Frontier can join the Early
Experience program by visiting Stardock's
website. Users can also play the demo
version which allows them to play on
the Internet with other players, they are
limited to the Ensign rank (which limits
the ships they can fly) but it does mean
that Stellar Frontier will remain free
to try (the demo version will be made
available in beta form this Summer). If
this sounds like your type of game, join
the beta program and take command of
your own star ship. Stellar Frontier is
being developed by Solar Systems and

you would have been able to turn things around, to be able to defeat
Microsoft. You think you could take on a company like Microsoft
if you were on even ground? Stardock's biggest gaming project
yet, Entrepreneur, will let you put yourself to the test.
In Entrepreneur, you begin the game by choosing what
your specialty is. Your choices are Marketing, Engineering, or
Manufacturing. If you're a marketer, you'll be better at convincing
others that what you make is the best or on its darker side, convince
people that your enemy's products are junk. If you're an engineer,

you'll be stronger suited at creating newer and better technologies.
If you're a laborer, you'll be able to make more of your product and
afterall, half the battle in a market is showing up.
Once you've decided your specialty, you begin your company
with several million dollars in cash and a small office. You start
off with a single sales executive. Your sales exec is the guy who
makes sure your product is available in a given area. He can
sell to the area and its surroundings that he's located in. When
you click on your site on the map, you get a close up view from
which you can build your product by hiring laborers, build a lab to
research new technologies, and build a marketing office to begin
creating marketing campaigns. The game is won when you are
able to obtain a market share of >67%. But to getting there will
be no easy task.
On the manufacturing side, you have to balance the supply
and demand issues of any company. Not meeting supply? Then
hire more laborers or raise your prices. Be careful though, there's
a delicate balance between pricing yourself out of the market and
dumping product into it. As you get more money, you can upgrade
your manufacturing facilities which improves your workers'
productivity and allows you to fit more people into them.
In the engineering arena, you will be able to improve the
components that make up your product. Virtually all products are
made up of components. Cars, for example, are made up (generally
speaking) by their body, engine, tires, interior, and transmission.
Computers, on the other hand, are made up by the case, monitor,
keyboard, CPU, accessories, hard disk, and memory. Depending
on the market you choose, you pick which component you want to
improve and put engineer resources on it. Different components
affect different overall traits. In the computer market, the CPU
affects performance the most. By doing a little market research, you
can see how much your part of the world cares about performance
and other issues. This way, you can intelligently improve your
products and be more competitive on the market.
In the marketing world, you'll create different marketing
campaigns. As your financial resources grow, you'll be able to
create bigger and better marketing campaigns. You can also decide
what kinds of marketing campaigns to create. On the positive end,
you can make brochures all the way up to TV advertisements.
On the negative end, you can spread FUD (Fear, Uncertainty,
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and Doubt) all the way up to TV ads that blast your targeted
opponent.
When you combine these elements together, you have a very
competitive game with tremendous replay value. You can combine
your strengths in an infinite number of ways to find the balance
that works best for you or at least works most effectively against
your enemies.
Entrepreneur is a real-time game that lets you play either
against just computer opponents or against other players on the
LAN or on the Internet. The computer AI was designed and written
by the same person who designed the Galactic Civilization's AI
which is considered by many hard core strategy gamers to be the
best strategy game AI ever developed. The game was designed
with a client/server architecture which means that unlike most
"Internet friendly" multiplayer games which feel like stop and
go, Entrepreneur plays fluently on the Internet as if you were
playing it on a local LAN. If the person starting the game has a
fast connection to the Internet, he or she should be able to serve
several modem connected players. Even in beta form (beta 6a),
someone starting the game on a 28.8k modem can easily play
against 2 other human players.
To add spice and realism to the game, Entrepreneur also adds
user created events called Direct Action Cards (DAC). Unlike
most strategy games which do have events, Direct Action Cards are
controlled by the player. Each year, a player is given a DAC. Each
DAC requires that you control a certain number of resources which
are determined by the regions of the world you are the market leader
in. If you have the required number, you can use the DAC. For
example, if you held 4 regions that have a political resource in it and
have a DAC that lets you steal (recruit) an enemy's sales executive
for 4 political units, you could use it on them. Entrepreneur will
come with hundreds of these cards and it'll take years to actually
see them all since some are rarer to get than others.
The same team that developed Galactic Civilizations, the
1995 Game of the Year winner by the Internet Top 100 survey,
is developing Entrepreneur. Unlike Galactic Civilizations,
Entrepreneur runs on Windows 95, Windows NT 4.0, as well as
OS/2 Warp.
An Early Experience version is available to those who pre-order
it and want to help mold the game into their ideal. Entrepreneur
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The end of 1996 saw two major events in the world of OS/2.
Firstly, OS/2 Magazine closed shop leaving a huge information
vacuum for OS/2 users. Secondly, the rise of OS/2 as an Internet
aware operating system allowed OS/2 electronic publications to fill
the aforementioned information void. By the end of 1996, OS/2
e-Zine (http://www.os2ezine.com) had risen to being the world's
most read OS/2 related electronic magazine. There are several other
excellent OS/2 related electronic publications available which
are also of excellent quality but none of managed to maintain the
consistently growing readership that OS/2 e-Zine has enjoyed.
Recently, OS/2 e-Zine awarded its first set of Reader's Choice
awards. These awards went to companies and products that OS/2
e-Zine readers voted on. While the website contained the winner
and runner-up, Stardock has obtained the complete voting statistics
and listed not just the top 2 vote getters but all the winners who
received at least 5% of the vote.
Note. Stardock in not affiliated with OS/2 e-Zine and was not
involved in any way shape or form with the contest.

MR/ ICE
7%

Other
%

PMMail
%
Best IRC Client

PMIRC
7%

Other
%

GammaTech
IRC
%

IRCII
8%
IRC/
8%
Internet
Adventurer
9%

OpenChat
9%

Best OS/2 Commercial Company
Other
7%

Stardock
0%

SofTouch
%
IBM/Lotus
7%

Best OS/2 Shareware Company
Other
8%

NEW Remote Services Management (R.S.M.)
Version 4.1

A cross-platform, graphical remote control and LANWAN management solution that now supports Windows
95 and Windows NT, as well as OS/2, Windows 3.x and
DOS. R.S.M. allows a Manager workstation to take
control of remote Client workstations over a full range
of communications protocols. For more information,
please call us at 561-820-0802 or visit http://www.
iss2you.com.

Nick
Knight
9%

SouthSoft
%
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Best Communications Program

Best OS/2 Game

Other
%

Other
0%

InJoy
8%

Galactic
Civilizations II
%

Avarice
0%

ZOC
%

HyperAccess

0%

Trials of Battle
%

Best Disk utility

Best HTML Editor
FM/
0%

Other
%

Other
%

HTML Studio
%

Web Writer/
8%

Object
Desktop
8%
FileStar/
8%

File
Commander/
9%

Partition
Magic
0%

GammaTech
Utils
9%

HTML Wizard
8%
HTML-Ed
%

HomePage
Publisher
7%

EPM
%

Best System Enhancement

Xit
%

Object Desktop
Pro
%

Other
%

Object Desktop
%

ADVERTISE IN STARDOCK
MAGAZINE!
Reach over 20,000 active OS/2,
Windows 95, and Windows NT users in
print and at least 30,000 more via the
on-line version of this magazine!

NPS Enhancer
9%

Best System Utility

Summer '97 Advertising Rates:
UniMaint
%

Other
%

Process
Commander
0%
Partition Magic
8%

REXX
Handbook
9%

WPTools
9%

Quarter Page:
Half Page H:
Half Page V:
Full Page:

$500
$900
$900
$1500

Call 1-888-STARDOCK
or
sdsmag@stardock.com
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Other Results

Best Graphics Program

Best OS/2 News Reader:
Other
%

ImpOS/
9%

ColorWorks
7%

Neologic News	44%
Netscape News	17%
NR/2	15%
Yarn
8%

Best OS/2 FTP Client

Photo>Graphics
9%

Neologic FTP	30%
NcFTP	20%
Built in FTP	18%
FTP Browswer	10%
NFTP
7%

PMView
%

Best OS/2 Word Processor

Word Perfect +
OS/ Ext
%

Best OS/2 Database

DB/2	
78%
DBExpert	15%
IBM Works	5%

Other
%
Describe
%

Best OS/2 Compiler

Visual Age C++	51%
Watcom C++	11%
EMX/GCC
8%

StarWriter .
%
Word Pro
%

Best OS/2 Spreadsheet

Excel/
%

IBM Works
%

Meta/
7%

Lotus 
0%
StarCalc
7%

A special thanks to to the thousands of OS/2 e-Zine readers
who took the time to vote!
Other Good Sources of OS/2 Information:
OS/2 Inside is easily the best print magazine for OS/2 that
we know of and is located in Germany.
C't in Europe is also an excellent source of news for
OS/2.
In the United States, Extended Attributes from the Phoenix
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Universal File Viewing On
OS/2!
This article is the first in a series of
articles relating to the features of Object
Desktop Professional. This is a product
that was designed from scratch to be a snap
in solution to the most common business
problems.
One of the most impressive features of
Object Desktop Professional is its ability to
view virtually any type of file. We're not
talking about just a few of the most common
files either. Object Viewers literally reads
hundreds of different file formats as if they
were native to the operating system. What
does this mean to a corporate user? First
off, worrying about what types of files your
users are having to deal with is a thing of
the past. Odds are, the file given to your
user by someone else can be read by Object
Viewers. From the most common Word95
files to Macintosh Presentation files, Object
Viewers reads them all.
So what exactly does "reading" mean
and how does it work? Unlike similar
solutions on the market (though nothing
on OS/2 approaches Object Viewers) that
look at the file extension (such as .DOC or
.SAM or .BMP), Object Viewers scans the
header of the file and then determines the
type of file. This happens (on your typical
486 system or better) so quickly that it is
unnoticeable (in fact, it can do an entire
directory of these files at once fast enough
that it isn't noticed). Once identified, it
loads the correct filter and displays it in a
window in which you can print from, copy
from, and do a few basic manipulations on
the file from.
Users can even set up Object Desktop
Professional to look through your folders
and tag the extended attribute with the type
of file it is and even assign it an icon. If
you look closely at the snapshot, you'll see
that the different files have no extension but
have different icons -- Object Viewers did
that. Thanks to OS/2's extended attributes,
it only has to look at the file once to identify
it, after that, it knows. This feature can be
very handy when searching through lots of
files for a particular file because you can
look at the icon and see what type of file
it is without worrying about the extension.
Anyone who's used Word Perfect (which
historically doesn't use extensions) can

imagine how this can be useful as well as
those who have received files that they have
no idea what program they're for.
At a recent demonstration, the
Stardock representative was giving a
Powerpoint presentation on Stardock's
business solutions. At the end of the
demonstration, he said, "By the way, this is
indeed a PowerPoint file but I'm viewing it
with Object Viewers from Object Desktop
Professional." The audience was stunned.
Not only was he viewing the PowerPoint 95
file, but Object Viewers has a presentation
mode in which the titlebar and other hints
of being in a window are removed.
Object Viewers also gives true power
to one of OS/2's most promising but never
used features -- drag and drop printing.
Most OS/2 users no longer even bother
trying to drag and drop to the printer. This
is because the same old dialog comes up
"What type of file is it? Plain Text, Printer
Specific, etc." With Object Desktop
Professional installed, it will automatically
detect the type of file it is and print it out.
No dialogs required, just a simple drag
and drop and a print out of your document,
picture, spreadsheet, presentation, database,
etc. Any administrator can appreciate this
ability -- fewer calls for support! End users
who don't want to have to worry about
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Feature comparison between Object Desktop
1.5 and Object Desktop Professional 1.5

keeping several programs on their system
in case they need to read a particular file can
also appreciate Object Viewers power.
Object Desktop Professional is on sale for a
special sales price until July 1 for readers of
this magazine!

Make OS/2 Work the Way You Do...

“Object Desktop brings the OS/2
desktop up to its potential and, in
doing so, brings it up to date. And it
does it so well, I predict it will be an
instant hit and best-seller for OS/2
for a long time. No one who sees it
will want to do without it.”
-InfoWorld.
“Object Desktop makes OS/2 look
and feel like a new version.”
-PC Magazine
“With the fine reputation Stardock
has developed for OS/2 applications,
I don’t hesitate to recommend Object
Desktop fully.”
-OS/2 Magazine
“Object Desktop complements OS/2
so well that your immediate response
is bound to be, ‘That’s the way a
computer is supposed to work.’ If
you use OS/2, get Object Desktop.
It’s simply splendid.”
-Computer Shopper

If you want to get the most out of your OS/2 system, you need Object
Desktop. It's a powerful yet easy to use desktop environment that leverages
the strengths of OS/2 to bring it to a whole new level of power, productiviy,
and performance.
If you or your company is looking for a product that
provides the solution to the concerns of the vast
majority of problems OS/2 users face every day,
chances are, that solution is in Object Desktop.
OS/2 Version 4 is the easiest way to a connected
world. With Object Desktop, it is also the most
powerful way.
Upgrade your OS/2 system to a new level of
power, ease of use and productivity. Upgrade to
OS/2 Version 4 and Object Desktop v1.5.
Now on Stardock's Commerce Server for only $69.95
http://www.stardock.com/estore.html

Stardock Systems, Inc.
Tel: 313-453-0328
Fax: 313-453-1480
www.stardock.com
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Fold Here

Stardock Systems, Inc.
Order Dept.
17292 Farmington RD.
Livonia MI 48152
United States of America
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How to Contact Stardock

By Phone: 1-800-672-2338 (for orders) or 313-762-0687 (info, support) By Fax: 313-762-0690 By Email: info@stardock.com.
By Web: http://www.stardock.com. By CompuServe: GO STARDOCK. Site licensing is available.
Send Orders to: Stardock Systems, Inc. 17292 Farmington RD. Livonia MI 48152

ISSUE SPECIAL: Entrepreneur + Any Other Game for $89.95!
Windows Applications/Utilities
[ ] Fanfare (Coming in October) $99.95
[ ] Object Desktop Network (EE program) $45
OS/2 Applications/Utilities

[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[

[ ] VISA [ ] Mastercard [ ] Check

If CC: #_________________________ exp________

] Object Desktop 1.5 $69.95
] Object Desktop Professional $99.95 (special)
] Process Commander $69.95
] NEW: OS/2 Essentials 2.0 $49.95
] NEW: PlusPak: Themes $29.95
] NEW: PlusPak: PMINews $29.95
] Process Commander 5 User License: $275
] ObjDesk Professional 5 User License $450

Your Address:
___________________________________________
Name

Windows Games
[ ] NEW: Entrepreneur $49.95
[ ] NEW: Stellar Frontier (BETA + Final) $38

___________________________________________
Company

OS/2 Games
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[

Payment Type:

___________________________________________
Address

] Galactic Civilizations II $29.95
] Shipyards for GalCiv II $14.95
] NEW: GalCiv Expansion Pack $14.95
] NEW: GalCiv Bundle (All 3 of above) $44.95
] NEW: Links for OS/2 $49.95
] NEW: PlusPak: BUGS! $29.95
] AVARICE: The Final Saga $69.95
] Trials of Battle $39.95
] Star Emperor Advanced $19.95
] NEW: Entrepreneur $49.95
] Stellar Frontier for OS/2 (BETA + Final) $38
] PowerGamer '97 (GalCiv + Avarice +
Star Emperor + Trials of Battle) $99.95

___________________________________________
City/State/Zip/Country
___________________________________________
Daytime Phone
Shipping: $7 In USA! ($14 outside USA)
Note, Multiple orders doesn't increase
shipping.

OS/2 Upgrades:
[ ] Object Desktop 1.0 to 1.5 $37
[ ] Object Desktop to Professional $69.95
[ ] OS/2 Essentials 1.x to 2.0 $19.95
FREE WITH ANY ORDER:
[ ] 3M Self Cleaning Mouse Pad
[ ] Subscribe to Stardock Magazine
(If this is the 1st issue you've received)

Stardock Systems, Inc.
17292 Farmington RD.
Livonia MI 48152
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